For maximum cost-efficiency.

Cost-effective

Practical

Our K4+ is a cost-efficient general-purpose platform for your family business.
It is compact, agile and functional, and
can support you all year round in your
work: tree pruning or thinning by hand,
ensuring that harvesting is completed
comfortably, quickly and with maximum
care.

Easily mountable booster batteries double the autonomy when working.
The K4+ general-purpose platform can
be transported directly using the tractor
hoist or with a stacker when harvesting.

Comfortable
The K4+ has a unique patented harvesting system. The picking baskets for the
upper areas are automatically lowered
and emptied into the crates from above.
This means that up to five persons can
comfortably pick fruit at the same time
using the K4+ in both the upper and
lower ranges. The empty picking crates
are either distributed separately along
the rows, or up to five crates can be carried by the machine during harvesting.

Diversifiable
The K4+ is fitted with all-wheel drive. It is
available in the “classic” model for level
terrain and “alpin” with automatic slope
compensation (lateral and longitudinal).
For your safety all Windegger machines
including the K4+ are examined independently and are certified according to
current European Union regulations.

Use the benefits:
Compact, manoeuvrable and maintenance-free lifting platform
Automatic crate conveyor system
New, optimised crate-conveyor system

Technical data
All-wheel drive with two electric motors,
each rated 900 W

930

Two tubular batteries, 12 V/135 Ah
low current consumption thanks to
low-loss transmissions
Outer wheel width: 1.57 m
Platform length: 0.93 m
Platform width: 1.2-2.6 m extendable
Platform height: 1.1-1.7 m electrically adjustable

40%

2100

Driving incline: 8% (classic), 40% (alpin)
Sideways inclination: 8% (classic), 30% (alpin)
Weight: approx. 660 kg

30%
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